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Abstract : Smart Home is based upon having various IoT (Internet of Things) enabled devices to provide ease in modern living. IoT means to
connect diverse devices with internet. Association with internet provides flexibility to operate or communicate or control devices from
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processing power which is being used of a cloud.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Smart Home is equipped with various IoT based devices to
enable to monitor and control a home remotely. Internet of
things or IoT means we are having devices connected to
internet to share their information and to produce results
useful for mankind. Future of computing will not depend on
desktops but will be of IoT devices.[1]. IoT is most
important electronic revolution after internet[2]. Even
gartner report(2014) states that this going to have major
expansion. If we check at area of applications of IoT, list is
quite long but some of them are:
• Home Automation
• Health care monitoring
• Smart cities
• Education
• Transport
• Business
• Energy
• Disaster detection etc…..
II.

MAIN COMPONENTS OF IOT

IOT is primarily based on:[3]
• Sensors
• Middleware
• Cloud computing
• Internet
Sensors: They are used to sense certain condition.
Constraints of sensors are they are having low energy,
constrained computation and low memory. Due to these
constraints designing a system is difficult.
Middleware: in IOT environment all devices have different
architecture to make communication possible, we need
softwares.
They are responsible to integrate various devices.
Cloud computing : To make an IoT based application we
need a cloud because sensors has constrained computation
power and to make the computation possible we need
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Internet: to connect various sensors and cloud we need
Internet. Sensors are also power constrained so it is not
feasible to have sensors all time on internet. So based upon
particular application PAN can be used. And connection
with the internet can be given for shorter time duration.
III.

BENEFITS OF USING SMART HOME
TECHNOLOGIES

By using smart home technologies primarily it is to increase
luxury. But with passage of time it has included many
benefits like.
1. Remote monitoring
2. Assisted living for elderly. [7]
3. Energy efficiency [8]
4. Comfort etc.
IV. CHALLENGES IN DEVELOPMENT OF IOT
In development of IoT many challenges are there. Some of
them are:[4]
• Interoperability and integration
• Security
• Privacy
• Data storage
• Constrained resources
Interoperability and integration: IoT is primarily based upon
sensors. Sensors do have different architectures. To combine
them and to integrate them is biggest challenge. In IoT
industry is lacking in standardization or we can say there are
so many standards available. Every company is following
different domains of standards. When theses devices are to
be integrated then many technological issues got arise. So
there is a need of one standard model for development of
IoT devices. So integration of any new device will be easy.
For example if we have employed an home automation
system and we have to replace an A.C. due to lack of unique
standardization it might be possible to update our home
automation system.
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Security: security is the main challenge for IoT devices. As
in BMW cars they found major possibility of intrusion using
server of the company. IoT is based upon network and
network is vulnerable to threats. As in home automation
system main identity of user is RFID card. Copy of that card
is possible. As in the recent case in USA alarm of missile
attack falsely altered and it has created major havoc in the
city. If a person is sing GPRS all its travelling pattern can be
monitored and that can create major security issues. If we
study health monitoring, intruder can create major blunders.
So in all sensitive areas IoT is quite helpful but its
implementation is really important to be focused on security.
Privacy: privacy is also major concern. Somebody can study
all patterns of anyone just by analyzing data of sensors. And
that information can be used for criminal activities. GPRS,
FITBIT[5] and other sensors used for home can easily tell
about daily routine of somebody. So privacy is also one of
the major issues in implementation of IoT.

•
•
•
•

VI. CONCLUSION
Smart home is definitely going to be the reality of our
future. But in this process major challenges are
interoperability, security, privacy, efficient data mining
techniques and constrained resources. These challenges can
be overcome and many solutions have been proposed but
still there is a gap for a solution with lesser hazards.
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